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TEACHING GUIDE TO “A DAY IN THE KAMPUNG WITH LILY” 

Teachers can use this checklist to plan the viewing of the 

storytelling video easily and stress free. 

SUMMARY 

What is it like living in a kampung? Told through paper tearing, 

we follow Lily in a day in the kampung where she lives.  She 

wakes up one Sunday morning, helps her mother, goes out to play 

with friends and even learn to make her favourite popiah meal.   

STORY THEMES 

☐ Singapore history  

☐ Singapore food culture 

☐ Cultural enrichment 

☐ Helpfulness  

☐ Popiah making  

☐ Games that children played 

PRE-STORY ACTIVITIES 

☐ Show pictures of kampung and talk about how people lived in the kampung. 

https://thesmartlocal.com/read/lorong-buangkok/ 

https://www.8days.sg/seeanddo/thingstodo/we-went-on-a-tour-of-the-last-kampong-in-singapore-

this-is-what-13101886 

 

☐ Show pictures of popiah and talk about its origins.  

https://singabites.com/popiah/ 

 

☐  There is a chant in the story. Learn to speak the words before listening to the story.  

Scoop the batter.  

Squeeze the batter. 

Rub it on the pan. 

Lift up the wrapper.  
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☐ Learn vocabulary such as kampung, pestle and mortar, kacang puteh, goli (marbles), capteh, 

popiah, spring rolls and batter.   

 

WHILE WATCHING THE VIDEO 

☐ Encourage physical and verbal participation.  Teachers should participate as well.  

☐ Encourage prediction.  At places when Swee Yean is tearing the paper, pause the video and guess 

what she will make with her paper.   

   

AFTER STORY DISCUSSION TOPICS AND IDEAS 

☐ Which moment of the story do you like?   

☐ Draw your favourite moment of the story. 

☐ Talk about why Lily is happy.   

☐ Talk about the games children like to play in the past and in the present. 

☐ Borrow from the National Library the illustrated bilingual children's book, Anak Kampung Bernama 

Sidek (A Kampung Boy Named Sidek) and read it with the children.  

☐ Talk about your favourite food. Find the recipe and talk about the steps to prepare the food.  If 

possible, this can be a class project where the class makes a rhyme about the sequence and makes a 

set of recipe sequencing cards.  The cards can be scrambled and then everyone learns to sequence 

them in order.  

☐ Write a short poem about what makes you happy. 

☐ Talk about your favourite food and how it is made. Can you write instructions for making it?  

☐   After discussions on the story, watch the storytelling video again.  (Through the visual, auditory and 

kinesthetic retelling of the story, children will learn the sequence of the story and even be able to 

retell it.) 
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